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Who are we?

Our goal as a team is to provide a central location for dairies to access information, tools and tips to improve worker safety on Pacific Northwest Dairies.

Funding and support for this project has been provided by the State of Washington, Department of Labor & Industries, Safety & Health Investment Projects

Some of the content presented here was funded through The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).
A Message from Our Team

https://youtu.be/Q75scwgaOG0
How to use the DSK

Welcome Dairy Safety Kit (DSK) user! This interactive e-learning course is designed to be used by dairy safety trainers and is tailored to the needs of Pacific Northwest dairy farmers and workers. Many of the training materials presented here.

Materials presented in the DSK are developed to guide dairy managers and owners as they build, refine and improve their on-site worker safety training programs. Many of the materials presented here are adapted from tools previously developed by organizations such as Washington State Labor and Industries (LNI), National FARM program and OSHA. These effective training tools are organized into modules corresponding to content appropriate for a 1 hour on-farm safety meeting. We are not affiliated with the above organizations.

Together we can be safer!

This site is interactive. Ask questions, provide insight, share solutions.

For each DSK module you will find:

1. An introduction to the topic.
2. Applicable WA State requirements
3. Training checklist including necessary materials, required preparation, time to devote to training material
4. Trainer guide including details on training goals, tips to improve effectiveness and proven strategies
5. Training material
6. Feedback form and survey
7. Discussion forum

We encourage you to post feedback on your experience using the safety modules. This includes posting tips that you found most helpful, highlighting material that needs clarification or improvement and posting pictures of your training sessions. You will sometimes be asked specific questions about your experience with this material by toolkit developers. We do this in order to improve and provide the best possible experience to DSK users.